Trials run in either rare diseases or rare subpopulations of common diseases are challenging in terms of identifying, recruiting and completing sufficient patients in a sensible time period. Moreover, the increasing emphasis on personalised and precision criteria for selection and endpoints during early drug development is changing the demands on trial designs because of a more limited number of patients.

We will discuss two active trials in bone sarcoma which use Bayesian methodologies. In designing these trials we needed to minimise the expected sample size whilst having acceptable properties. To do this a number of Frequentist and Bayesian approaches were considered and compare using Frequentist and Bayesian properties.

In the MEMOS trial, adaptations to Simon\'s two stage design to allow stopping early for efficacy and a Bayesian posterior predictive solution provide an efficient trial design.

In the LINES trial, a Bayesian posterior predictive approach allows co-primary endpoints to be accounted for effectively in this single arm trial. The results of the first interim analysis will be described.
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